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IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and

If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.
CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.
NEWSLETTER POLICY
This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

AND FINALLY

of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

Needless to say, serious up-grading of my railway
empire was called for!

Is it just me, or are we running the risk of making
railway modelling over complicated and, as a

Now we have ‘shake the box and run’ locos and

result, overpriced as we strive for ever greater

rolling stock that have a level of detail that only the

detail and realism?

most highly skilled of modellers could have
achieved barely 30 years ago…..and, of course,

I cannot help but think back to my earliest days in

prices have increased almost in parallel!

the hobby at the tender age of twelve when ‘plug
and play’ simply meant plugging the controller into

Not only that, but ‘plug and play’ has taken on a

a mains power socket and plugging the output

whole new meaning! We now have DCC,

wires into the track. I could then ‘play’ to my heart’s

MegaPoints Controllers, computer control and a

content with my virtually indestructable Tri-ang

host of other wonderful advancements that have

trainset. Crude models though they were, I was

moved the hobby a long way from its much simpler

able to let my imagination run riot.

beginnings…..and each of these advanced features
come as an additional cost!

Then came electric points and a mass of wires that,
when installed, quite frankly looked somewhat akin

Today I look around model shops and marvel at the

to a knitting disaster!

sheer detail in some of the products on sale, but I
have long since realised that these are no longer

Then things really started changing! Peco began

toys! Railway modelling has moved up-market and

manufacturing flexi-track and a range of different

in doing so has moved up the target age/income

points (turn-outs) that looked infinitely more realistic

range. So much so is this the case that I can no

than the girders attached to clumsy plastic bases

longer see the hobby as being widely available to

that passed for ‘rails’ in Tri-ang’s catalogues. New

‘pocket money’ modellers as it was in my youth ….

manufacturers began producing wagons, carriages

‘disposable income’ is now the target.

(scale length!!) and locos with much greater detail.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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‘THE OCEAN’- AND A MANCHESTER

is to experience the make-it-up-as-you-go-along sort of

CONNECTION.

timetable. The sleeping compartment was modern, had its
own shower, toilet and wash basin; there were so many lights

Tony Hallatt

one could spend time just trying the combinations. Yes, the
bed was comfortable. The food was pretty good, too: freshly

At twenty-two hours and fifty-one minutes, the ‘Ocean’s’

cooked, varied and plentiful.

journey is short by Canadian standards. It had two rebuilt
FP40 diesels and 17 passenger vehicles, all but one of which

In Moncton there was a 20-minute break so the engines could

were only about two thirds the height of the locos. It looked a

be refuelled from a road tanker and the coaches’ water

little odd, but in Montreal there were plenty of other similar

replenished. This was a chance to walk up the outside of the

trains. By the way, the odd coach was one of the North
American Budd stainless steel cars, much higher than the

train, and it was where real interest was awakened. The
below-body equipment looked familiar… Why was the line on
the waist so crude and what was that round blodge? And why
would the Canadians have a data panel with European data?

rest of the train and the observation dome enabled a view
over the other coaches and the engines. It was a good place

A penny slowly dropped.

Not only was this a European train, there was a Manchester
to spend time, especially as there were free refreshments!

connection! MMRG members might remember the huge shed
opposite Longsight depot which carried the sign ‘Eurostar

‘The Ocean’ left on time and kept to time almost until the end

habite ici’. Politicians intended there to be night trains from

of the journey, which is not something you can say for most
long-distance Canadian trains; in Canada long-distance travel
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Glasgow and Manchester to Europe via the Channel Tunnel,

DON’T FORGET THE SHOW!!

maintained at what was to be Eurostar’s Manchester depot.

The coaches were built, though I don’t think they ever ran in
passenger service. The politicos got cold feet, and there was
a considerable technical problem in that the UK had no loco
that could both power the hotel services and move the train.
I’m sure this could have been sorted, but the will was not
there. The coaches were sent to Canada for a pittance, the
UK taxpayer paid the bill and the whole embarrassing
episode forgotten.

You can just make out the underlying Eurostar logo in this photo

VIA Rail had a bargain: the Eurostar logo was crudely

As ever, our annual exhibition is packed with things of interest

obscured; the livery was not changed and, as the coaches

for all railway modellers - of whatever age! We’ve 18 layouts

were brand new they were quickly put into service.

attending covering all the major and popular scales from ‘Z’
up to 7mm narrow gauge. We’ve not forgotten our younger

I was told that long-distance trains had two engines in case

enthusiasts either - how could we have an exhibition without

one failed; since the routes are largely single-track and the

Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends or the ‘Brio’ Rail

nearest VIA loco could be a thousand miles away a

Empire for the very young?

breakdown would be more than inconvenient. Two locos also
have more ‘grunt’, and all the VIA FP40s, when they were

We’ve also got 14+ trade stands to supply you with your

refurbished (I think the Canadian word could be

every modelling need and, of course, our own Club second

‘Renaissanced’!), had a donkey engine built onto the rear of

hand stall for those who love to hunt a bargain.

the loco; this engine runs independently of the traction engine
and supplies the hotel service power, which is things like

……. And how could we not have the ‘Big Red Bus’?? This

lights, air-con, cooking and heating power. You can see where

vintage Routemaster will, once again, be providing free

the donkey engine is by the raised housing visible on the

transport to and from the show.

locos in the refuelling picture. It’s a crude fix, but it does work.
Loco power can also be diverted to supply hotel power, so the

Need more details? Fear not. A complete show special issue

extra loco serves as back-up.

is available via your e-mail ‘in-box’ which has all the
information you could possibly want. If you are not a

To see what our Manchester to Nice night trains might have

subscriber you can download it from this link:-

been like, go to Montreal and take ‘The Ocean!’
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'https://mailchi.mp/0e1b716d6a77/2020-mmrg-exhibitionguide'

THE BALA LAKE RAILWAY

Marion“ (the reserve steam engine) and the frames from

Dominic Emery

“Holy War“. Both are Alice Class Hunslet quarry locos. From
here we went to the station building to buy our tickets. The

After our Ffestiniog trip we visited the Bala Lake Railway the

station has been extended and improved since the Bala Lake

next day. I told Gaby it would only be a half day journey and

Railway took over. Then, still with time to spare before the

in the afternoon we could go somewhere else. She came up

first train, we wandered down to the display area of the

with the beach at Barmouth, but back to the railway for now.

carriage shed. This display area is in the extended three track
shed from the Heritage Lottery Fund and was finished in
2017.

The Bala Lake Railway is a little bit different from the other
narrow gauge railways we visited in Wales as it is laid on an

On display were “George B“ and “Alice“, both Alice Class

old standard gauge trackbed that was part of a through route
orignally built by the Bala & Dogellau Railway Company in
1868 and operated by the Great Western Railway. The line
was closed in 1965 and the rebirth came in 1971……. but this
time in1ft 11½ inch gauge.

The line starts in the village of Llanuwchllyn and continues
four and a half miles in a north easterly direction towards Bala
(Penybont) and is the Headquarters of the railway. The
railway is hoping to extend closer to the town of Bala and
attract more tourists. I had planned to start our journey from
Llanuwchllyn with its original station that has been added to
and improved over the years, it's goods shed and 1896 built
GWR signal box, the engine shed with the railway's
workshops and carriage shed.

George B above - Alice below

We arrived in good time even though we had missed and had
to return to the entrance to the station road. We parked up
opposite the engine shed where 1885 Hunslet built Port class
“Winifred“ was being prepared for the day's work. I got

quarry Hunslets, and “Triassic“, a Pecket 0-6-0 saddle tank.
Various diesels and an interesting display of different slate
quarry waggons and a new boiler built by the Severn Valley
Railway were also on display. On one of the tracks outside
stood “Bob Davies“, a 1983 built Bagueley-Drewery that has
permission to have a look around the three road engine shed
and workshops and take some photos. Here was “Maid

been regauged twice since it finished working for the Royal
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train passes through from where we have impressive views
over the lake. We reached Llangower with its car park and
picnic area. This is the main intermediate station on the line
and is used by visitors to the lake. Passengers got on and off
the train. There is a small signal box with a lever frame which
controls the points and signals of the passing loop just
beyond the station. On the way back we saw a group of
swimmers racing over the width of the lake. The line follows
the best route and sometimes leaves the shores of the lake
and we could only see trees or fields on both sides of the line.

Shortly before we arrived at the present terminus we pass
under brick and iron footbridge and pull into the grass

Triassic sits quietly in the shed waiting her turn to take to the rails

covered platform. All the platforms on the line are standard
Navy. The railway has five quarry Hunslets and this is the

gauge height and on the lake side leaving Llanuwchllyn.

largest collection of such locomotives in the
world. Both these and the Bagueley-Drewery are hopefully

There is a ten minute walk to the town and there are not a lot

going to be brought out by Bachmann in 009.

of facilities here as it is not a station in the town itself. There is
a run round loop and a short siding. I had to get off the

We got in the first carriage and the first thing that I saw was a

footplate before the engine ran round and pulled up under the

poster advertising footplate rides in one direction for 30

station sign for the fireman to put more coal on the fire.

Pounds. After getting permission from ‘the Boss’, I ran back to
the Station building to buy a footplate ticket and went off to

We left shortly afterwards and I got to film the lake and the

the engine. During their quarry working lives the engines only

countryside from the carriage. The ten passenger coaches

had a driver/fireman so that with both and myself on the

that the railway use have been specially made for the

footplate it was a bit cramped. As the GWR lower quadrant

line, the first in 1972 for the opening and the newest in 1982.

signal was pulled off and we headed off to Bala.
Arriving back in Llanuwchllyn we went into the station building
Leaving the station area we gently coast down on to the

for a coffee and to buy some souvenirs. “Winifred” had had

longest length of straight narrow gauge track in the country at
one and a quarter miles and reach the half mile Doffawr bank
with its 1 in 70 gradient although it is not noticeable on the
outward journey (but certainly on the way back!) as the five
carriage train climbs up to Llanuwchllyn and the little engine
was working hard on the climb. There are a few crossings
over the line which have gates that the users are supposed to
close after they have gone through though they are often left
open. We also had wild campers that were crossing the line in
front of the train, the second man on the footplate is indeed
needed!

Pentrepiod is the first halt and was the temporary terminus

such an interesting history after being exported to the USA

when the line first reopened. A long right hand bend takes the

that there have been two books written about it, one for small

line to Flag Station (Glanllyn Hall) which was the private

children and one for adults and I bought both and, no, the

station for a major shareholder of the Bala and Dolgellau
Railway. The halt has no longer any public access and our

children's one was for my granddaughter, not for me! I would
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have had another ride on the train but I had promised Gaby

that the afternoon was free. Funnily enough, we walked

MACCLESFIELD MODEL RAILWAY GROUP

across the beach in the direction of the famous Barmouth rail

Do you have any sad, unwanted model
railway items? Maybe they are broken
beyond repair, are simply of no further use
to you …… or you just don’t know what to
do with them.
DON’T THROW THEM AWAY - THEY CAN
ONLY GO TO LANDFILL!
We could repair them or use them for parts
to repair other items. Parts could be used to
help others repair their model railway items.
They could be used in a variety of Club projects. Surplus items could be
refurbished and sold on our secondhand stall at our annual exhibition to
help raise funds for the Club to support our promotion of railway
modelling as a hobby……
There are so many ways that your unwanted items could be of help to
others.
MAKE THEM HAPPY AGAIN. DON’T BIN

bridge in time to see a late running Transport for Wales Class

THEM - DONATE THEM !
WE WILL COLLECT THEM FROM YOU

158 crossing the bridge, thanks www.realtimetrains.co.uk

(within 20 miles of Macclesfield)
You can contact the club at :-

If you are a fan of Welsh mountains overlooking the largest

‘queries@macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'
or ‘comment’ on this ad and someone from
MMRG will contact you.

natural lake in Wales travelling behind a quarry Hunslet on an
exCross country line then this is a place to visit. An interesting

You can also phone 07761 122126 and ask
for Mike.

fact that the crew told me was that the GWR used recovered
broad gauge rail as fence posts along the line.

SECOND HAND SALES
It’s exhibition time, as if you didn’t know, and time to turn any
of your ‘surplus’ stock into cash! As you all know, we have a
second hand stall (sorry, pre-loved sales stand!) where you
can offer your items for sale. All we take for this service is a
10% commission for the Club. So, start digging through those
drawers, cupboards and boxes for all those items you no
longer have any use for and earn some easy cash!

above and below - some of the wagons at Llanwchllyn

By the time you read this, if you are a subscriber, the Show
Special Supplement should have arrived in your e-mail ‘in
tray’ and this special issue will tell you everything you need to
know!

The supplement can be downloaded via this link:‘https://mailchi.mp/0e1b716d6a77/2020-mmrg-exhibitionguide'
For more information, please visit :www.bala-lake-railway.co.uk

You know it makes sense!
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BREAKING NEWS

Trains now routed through the new Dawlish
‘wash and wax’ facility.

New railcar services to be introduced on
Greater Manchester’s rail network.

Japan introduces train drag racing to add
interest to commuting
New compensation deal announced for injuries
to railway maintenance workers following
horrific accident.

‘Thumb a Ride’ service introduced in India

Do you have any items that could feature in
‘Breaking News’?
If you do, then please send them in.
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YOU CAN BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - KIT
The second stroke of luck was finding the Boulder Valley

BASH AN 0N30 CABOOSE (pt 1)

Models ‘shortie caboose’ (was available through Valley Model

Mike Hebblethwaite

I don’t know about you, but I’m impressed by the variety and
quality of models produced by the likes of Bachmann and, I
have to admit, many have found their way onto ‘Purgatory
Peak’ straight from their green boxes. But there comes a time
when they don’t quite ‘cut it’ - either they appear too clean
(they need weathering) or they simply do not fit well with the
train they are attached to. Such was the case with the
caboose ……. no Bachmann product looked right at the end
of a rake of flat and timber cars hauled by No15 (see Sept
2019 and October 2019 issues)….. they are all too big or just,

Trains?) kit containing two cabooses (or is that cabeese?).

well, too Bachmann! Something more ‘fitting’ and ‘individual’

Perfect material for constructing a new caboose body!

in appearance was needed.
Let’s start with the chassis.
Search as I might on t’interweb, I couldn’t find anything that,
to me, quite ‘fitted the bill’ - the only choice left to me was to

The Tom Yorke flat car was built as per the very easy to follow

build one! Now I’m no great shakes with scratch building, so it

instructions and forms the under-pinnings for the caboose.

was back to t’interweb to find something I could bash and I
really struck lucky!

I was already very familiar with the Tom Yorke 18’ general
purpose flat car kits (available from Wiseman Model Services)

This is a very versatile kit and makes for a very presentable
flat car in it’s own right. It’s also ideal as a basis for kitbashing
a variety of other freight cars - watch this space for a simple
water tank car in the near future combining this kit with the
readily available (in the UK) Dapol ’00’ fuel tanker kit!

One word of warning with cast resin kits, though. Their parts
are apt to warp and distort, especially if subjected to extremes
of temperature. I ordered 6 of these kits and all had suffered
the problem to a greater or lesser degree whilst in transit via
airmail. There is a huge difference between ground and
aircraft hold temperatures at altitude - the range can be
anywhere between +30º and -40ºC!

The cure is fairly simple, thankfully. Simply immerse the
and felt that one of these would make a great base on which

warped parts in hot water for a few minutes and then clamp

to build the caboose.
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them between two flat surfaces. The heat softens the resin
and it will hold it’s ‘new’ flatter shape as it cools.

__________________

The completed flat car was temporarily fitted with wheels and
trucks in order to check that they sat correctly on the rails,
they ran smoothly and that the trucks could swivel without any
binding. In fairness to the quality of these kits, very little
‘correction’ was needed.

Couplings were not added at this stage because I had not yet
made a final decision on which trucks or wheel diameters I
would ultimately use.

Time to turn our attention to those beautifully cast BVM
shortie caboose parts.

There were no real problems with any warping and any that
was barely evident, I felt, would serve to add ‘character’ to the

apexed roof

finished caboose. These are a ‘double kit’ in that they contain

supports to become

all the parts needed to build two shortie cabooses. The

the ‘new’ door

chassis were consigned to the ‘useful bits’ box and the body

panels for the

parts were duly examined, laid out and prepared for ‘surgery’.

caboose.

Effectively, the four end panels were to become two new side
panels and two of the side panels were to become new end

All six panels were

panels ……… a bit confusing, but I’m sure you’re following!

then fitted together
to form the new

All of these panels required surgery to a greater or lesser

body for the

extent!

caboose.
It goes without

What were the end panels had the arched roof supports

saying that care

removed. These were then butt jointed and reinforced to

needs to be taken

produce two side walls with a new central upright added.

that everything lines up accurately and that all four corners

What were two of the original side panels were fitted with

are square!
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It’s as well, at this stage, to give some thought as to how the
caboose body might have been attached to the flat car in
reality. The body is as wide as the deck it’s to be mounted on
and, therefore, wider than the flat car’s frames. My solution
was to have a supporting timber ‘bolted’ to the frames and the
body then ‘bolted’ to these through the flat car deck.
Appropriate holes were drilled through the base timbers of the
caboose body that would later be fitted with suitable
Grandtline bolt details.

I know the next photo shows some paint added to the
caboose, but this was only a thin wash and was to prevent
glare off the white resin! It also helped me to visualise what
the ‘finished’ caboose might look like.

The body shell was fitted to the flat car with great care being
taken that it was mounted centrally! A supporting timber was
added to both the car’s side frames and were, again,
appropriately drilled to take bolt head details.

Mmmm. It’s
beginning
to take
shape.
The roof was made from a scrap piece of material and was

Hand rail

chosen simply because it had a textured finish and additional

support

supports were added to help hold its shape during

beams were

construction.

added to
the end

A chimney, made from left over plastic tubing, was added and

decks, hand

was fitted with a ‘collar’ to which stays will be added later to

rails

hold it in place.

fashioned
and fitted

Construction of the chimney is very simple……both the lower

and then

and upper collars are made from ‘PlasStruct’ tubing which

the brake

has the same internal diameter as the outside diameter of the

wheels with

chimney itself. The roof mounting plate/heat shield is made

their ratchet and pawl mechanisms.

from a square of styrene with an appropriate sized hole drilled
through it and the lower collar has been cut at an angle to

Leaving it as an open topped caboose was not an option so

match that of the roof.

some kind of roof needed to be made!
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PURGATORY PEAK MODEL RAILROAD
Purgatory Peak is on its travels again this year - but not to ‘foreign
parts’, unfortunately. We do enjoy our foreign jaunts, but we look
forward to and enjoy all the shows we attend.

Our calendar includes:-

Preston

29th Feb & 1st March

Bristol

1,2 & 3rd May

Soar Valley

31st Aug & 1st Sept

Wigan

3rd & 4th Oct

Spalding

31st Oct & 1st Nov

If you are at any of these exhibitions, please stop by the layout
and say, “Hello”. We’d love to see you.

You can find the layout’s web site by ‘clicking’ the link below :-

https://sites.google.com/site/purgatorypeakmodelrailroad/

As can be seen from all the photos, there is still some
‘tidying up’ to do!

…….. and that is the progress so far! Hopefully, by the time
March’s issue is due, I shall be able to report on the next
stages of the building of this caboose.

If you are involved in any similar projects, please let us
know. I’ll be only to happy to publish your story - Ed

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30
‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’
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LAYOUTS THAT NEVER LEAVE THE HOUSE
Another rather ancient building from around 1975, the 'north

Phil Mason

light' shed was made out of plasticard and based on the
Triang TT model.

I started my n gauge layout about 30 years ago. It's far too
big, still isn't finished and doesn't work very well. Be warned!

Wagon works
It started as 9ft 6in by 6ft in a spare bedroom but one
marriage, two houses and three children later, has morphed
into a 20ft by 10ft loft. Up to 24 trains can operate to a
timetable which takes four hours to complete.

Coke works

The impetus for this was a paper kit in an early edition of
'Model Rail'. Although printed to 00 scale, I reduced it to 'n' on
a photocopier and stuck the sheets onto plasticard.

Container terminal

Many of the buildings have come from previous layouts. In
this case a scratch build from the early 80s. Research was
quite difficult in those days but I tracked down a publication by
British Steel from which I made some sketches. The coke
engine and quench car have been made from various scraps,
the steaming coke is red toffee paper and cotton wool.

Diesel Depot

This is really just a siding with some hard standing and a kit
built container crane. The wagons are Lima and date from the
1970s, when there was little else available, but some of the
containers are newer.

Steam shed

This one is an early Metcalfe card kit based on the shed at
Hellifield. If I'm running steam era stock it becomes a steam
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WOMB - WHAT’S ON MY BENCH?
Phil Mason

Q - What’s on my bench?
A - Coloured pencils!

shed, but here in the blue era a diesel refuelling point has
been added and the shed itself is part derelict.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”
These can be used as an alternative to 'dry brushing' for
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
YO22 5LF

enhancing the appearance of embossed plasticard. Think of
them as 'Carrs Weathering Powders' in a stick. For the
brickwork on this little ’N' gauge hut, I flooded the plasticard

01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

with a thin coat of a pale mortar colour then wiped off the
excess with my finger when almost dry. Various colours of
brown, green, red and black were then scribbled over the top
to pick out the bricks.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’
Cheap and effective.
tel:e-mail:web:-

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk

What tips, tricks and simple ideas do you have? What’s on

‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

your bench?
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Russia

T’INTERWEB TRAWLINGS

- ‘https://youtu.be/vEFELvkr2No' (13.49 mins)

All contributions from Pat Honey
I just love ‘quirky’ railways and these are ‘quirky’ in the
I do wonder, sometimes, when Pat takes the time out to re-

extreme…….especially the railcars in Myanmar. They’re a bit

charge his iPad! He’s sent in some great contributions this

of a scary ride, too!

month ………
STANDARD GAUGE DIESEL
Indonesia - ‘https://youtu.be/qV2OSXvdC0c' (2.36 mins)

STANDARD GAUGE STEAM
China

- ‘https://youtu.be/l6z-jMKNjkU' (8.05 mins)

- ‘https://youtu.be/f8JShvkAgck' (8.49 mins)

I would imagine, as modellers with a great interest in

It’s not often that we’re treated to a footplate ride on a

railways, we’d all like to live within easy access to railways of

Chinese steam loco let alone ride aboard a double header!

interest. These Indonesians must be extreme rail fanatics
judging by how close they live to the railway! How many

NARROW GAUGE STEAM
Myanmar

inches do you think those passenger cars miss the roof by?

- ‘https://youtu.be/ZBuDYy02Nsk' (26 mins)

Less than 3 inches (7.5cm) at a rough guess!

- ‘https://youtu.be/MMbMH3UF7Q0' (5.39 mins)

I’m sorry that I’ve not been able to include any photo teasers
China

- ‘https://youtu.be/QOlQ1iy6fQI' (15 mins)

for you because all the links are copyrighted. I can include

- ‘https://youtu.be/3n7spLEwv3I' (6.12 mins)
Germany

- ‘https://youtu.be/E6VICz_pEfM' (17.50 mins)

Java

- ‘https://youtu.be/SP5Dvad0aT4' (33.00 mins)

the links taking you directly to the material but, quite frankly, I
haven’t got time to gain permission to publish any stills from
the videos.

- ‘https://youtu.be/puaD5zNm9SE' (12.52 mins)
India

- ‘https://youtu.be/JXIyCIp61q4' (20.29 mins)

If you’ve come across any items, pictures or videos on

- ‘https://youtu.be/IEikzycEJ3k' (1.00 mins)

t’interweb that you think may be of interest to others, please

- ‘https://youtu.be/TvNRHzYqTtI' (11.32 mins)
Hawaii

send them in. You’ll find the e-mail address on the last page

- ‘https://youtu.be/LcnwsAOtagw' (7.32 mins)

(20).

Lots of narrow gauge interest here! Some great background
material and more than a few ideas for those of us who
model in scales somewhat smaller than 12” to the foot!

NARROW GAUGE DIESEL
Russia

- ‘https://youtu.be/K52RT4nnh3g' (10.48 mins)
- ‘https://youtu.be/-Cd30bytitw' (13.50)
- ‘https://youtu.be/z7-O6J4oNZU' (13.28 mins)

Germany

- ‘https://youtu.be/K0BAKcTg9gQ' (23.21 mins)

Indonesia - ‘https://youtu.be/8hsyLQTiTjg' (6.12 mins)

Definitely some track maintenance needed on some of these
railways - vegetation clearance might be a good place to
There are rails under there somewhere. Honest

start!

NARROW GAUGE RAILTRUCKS and RAILCARS
Myanmar

- ‘https://youtu.be/b2CwCFG85yI' (13.35 mins)

Romania

- ‘https://youtu.be/0zeBIxI7n1I' (4.13 mins)
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TIP 1 - SIMPLE ‘TARP’ COVERED LOADS

Mount the tarped load, trim the tarp to shape, add securing

Mike Hebblethwaite

ropes/chains and Bob’s your uncle.

How many times, I wonder, have you bought items that are

Simple, quick and very cheap to make.

mounted on a card with a ‘bubble pack’? Over the years, I
must have bought hundreds - screw packs, tooth brushes, all

TIP 2 - STRENGTHENING CORNERS ON

manner of DIY bits and pieces …… the list is almost endless.

PLASTIC BUILDING KITS

I’ve never really given them much thought. I’ve simply
removed the item and then thrown the packaging away (sorry,

When it comes to making plastic building kits, I must admit to

seperated card from plastic and recycled!). I suspect I’m not

being a little ham-fisted. I’m usually ok putting the first corner

alone!

together and keeping it square - it’s when I start adding the
third and fourth wall panels that the problems often start. I,

It wasn’t until recently, after removing some screws from their

somehow, seem to manage to seperate walls 1 & 2 whilst

packaging, that I took another look at the plastic ‘bubble’ bit. It

trying to fit wall 3!

looked an interesting shape …… a bit like I’d expect a
tarpaulin covered machine to look in ’00’ scale (the shape

It was several years ago now, but I was given a really handy

would work equally well in almost any scale - it would just be

tip as to how to beat this problem and it involved super glue

a bigger or smaller ‘machine’!).

and baking soda (talcum powder works as well!).

Once you’ve ‘rescued’ your interesting shape, simply give it a

Once you’ve joined wall panel 1 to wall panel 2 allow the joint

coating of PVA glue and cover it with a single ply of ‘Kleenex’,

time to set. Then, simply, apply baking soda (as a nice ridge)

or similar, facial tissue. Be careful the tissue doesn’t tear - it

to the inside of the joint, dribble it with super glue (the soda/

does become rather soggy! - and don’t fuss too much about

talc will absorb the glue) and leave to set - rock hard!

removing all the creases and ‘ripples’. I’ve never seen a
perfectly fitted tarp yet, so why should we expect to see them

Result?

in model form?
Much stronger joints that, so far, appear to be Mike resistant!
Once the glue on your tissue covered shape has dried, it can
be painted the tarp colour of your choice. Most older tarps

TIP 3 - FROSTED GLASS

are, essentially, a dirty light brown though I have often seen
shades of green. Present day tarps come in all manner of

Most ‘Sellotape’, ‘3M’ adhesive tapes and the like are ultra

different colours and often match the livery of the lorry or

clear these days, but the tape used in first aid kits, by and

goods wagon they are used on.

large, is not. If you come across any, buy some, and chuck it
in your ‘useful bits’ box!

Back to those creases and ripples. Once the paint has dried,
dry brush light grey or a lighter shade of the tarp’s colour to

Applied to the inside of glazed windows, whether on buidlings

highlight the creases. If you’re feeling particularly brave, you

or carriages (passenger cars), it makes a very passable

could apply a thin, darker wash to all those shaded areas.

frosted effect. Care must be taken to smooth out any air
bubbles, otherwise it’s a very quick, simple fix.

Before mounting on the vehicle or wagon of your choice, if it
could benefit from the addition of some weight, now is the

If you have any tips, hints or penny pinching ideas that

time to do it…….and you have a really handy, hollow area in

you think might help other modellers then, please, let’s

which to add it!

hear about them. Ed
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TIMES AND RAILWAYS CHANGE

key tasks. The old railway companies (pre-nationalisation)

Mike Hebblethwaite

built many lineside huts to house the tools and equipment the
lengthsmen needed. Many were simple, though robust,

The phasing out of steam locomotives in favour of diesel and

wooden sheds, some were brick built and others built from

electric was seen as a seismic change for the railways, but it

precast concrete ‘kits’ to a standard design.

wasn’t the only change that was taking place.

During the same period, and continuing even today, was the
move away from ‘local’ manual signal boxes toward, some
say, the more efficient, electronically operated ‘signal boxes’
that controlled a much greater area than the outdated manual
boxes ever could. They are not so much ‘signal boxes’, they
are more ‘control rooms’ and, as such, do not even have to
be sited next to a railway line! Most are simply because they
have been sited in existing railway buildings.

This switch to a more centralised, area system led to the
abandonment of many of the old signal boxes and many,

With the demise of the lengthsmen, these huts became

especially during the later days of the blue diesels and the

redundant and fell into disuse and decay long before they

following green locos, boarded up signal boxes awaiting

were removed or demolished. They were a shameful

demolition were a fairly common sight.

reminder of days long gone in the 1960s and 70s. Some are
still there though are now so decayed and overgrown as to be
hardly recognisable. Those shiny, new diesels would regularly
pass these monuments to a by-gone era.

For that ‘extra’ touch of realism, and a reflection of the reality
of the times, railway modellers of both the blue and green
diesel eras could justifiably ‘board up’ the signal box on their

The 1960s also saw the closure of many ‘uneconomic’ lines,

layout, especially if their layout centres on a small station.

the removal of their tracks, bridges, stations, goods and coal
yards. In many cases their stations and associated buildings

Lengthsmen, too, rapidly became a thing of the past with the

were simply abandoned!

introduction of area-wide maintenance-of-way facilities and
teams. Lengthsmen, as you are probably aware, were each

Those blue and green diesels would routinely pass the

given responsibility for the day-to-day maintenace of a given

evidence of a once far more extensive rail system.

length of track. They would check the soundness of the track
on a daily basis and report any problems that they could not

These are aspects of the blue and green diesel era that we

deal with themselves. They would also keep undergrowth
trimmed back from the rails and a host of other relatively low
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rarely see portrayed in model form.

BLAST FROM THE PAST - BUT WHERE IS IT?

This view from the air, taken circa 1938, shows an extensive

Not only is this an important and vital junction in our railway

area of rails. The ground level photo shows how it looks

network, it is also a bit of an accident ‘black spot’ with the

today.

worst accident happening in December 1988 when three
trains crashed as a result of a signalling failure. It is estimated

It would surely cost a few bob to replicate this with Peco

that the three trains were carrying 1,300 passengers of which

points!

35 lost their lives.

Do you know where this is?

Check your answer, as always, on the last
page (20).
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

Well, that has been one very busy month! What with putting

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

together this Newsletter, preparing and sending out the ‘Show

0161 928 5940

Special’, the MegaNosh (which was great) and, somehow, fitting

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

in a Club visit to LCL Crewe, it seems to have been all go.

Some of you may already know, but I had a bit of a disaster in

BLAST FROM THE PAST -

Benidorm this Christmas ……. I managed to break three ribs on

Clapham Junction

my first day there (the day before Christmas Eve), unfortunately,
nothing to do with San Miguel, and spent the following five days
in a Spanish hospital! For all of the ‘Feliz Navidad’, I cannot

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:-

recommend a Spanish hospital ward as the ideal place to
celebrate Christmas.

e-mail
telephone

For the trip home (delayed four days!) I had to be accompanied

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

by a nurse qualified to administer oxygen because the medicos
were concerned that, once the plane had reached its cruising

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

altitude and reduced cabin air pressure, I may need it because
my breathing was quite shallow, not surprisingly.

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

OK. An oxygen level of 98 -100 is considered normal. Mine, an
telephone

hour into the flight, was 95 ……. the nurse’s was 91 and the
CO’s was 88. They needed the oxygen more that I did! To say

07796 457978
07761 122126

that I nearly broke a fourth rib laughing at the irony of it would be

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

an understatement!

It was also of some satisfaction to know that my cigarette

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

polluted lungs were more efficient at dragging oxygen out of the

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

available air than those of two, borbering on fanatical, non-

link above.

smokers!

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

something of a bonus as I’ve had to spent double my normal

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

monthly hours tapping away at this keyboard! Perversly, that has

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Unfortunately, the downside is that I have had to spend a more
than usual sedentary January but, as it turns out, that was

also generated a feeling of satisfaction in that I’ve been able to

Member reps

Colin Moores

cobble together, effectively, two issues this month!
Tony Hallatt

I have no plans to make a habit of this ……. no matter how much

Steve Nixon

oxygen they give me!

Gerry Ogden
Andy Clayton

Honestly, it only hurts now when I laugh, try to lift too much or

Alan Ashton

even think about using the vacuum cleaner.
Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

